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The Turkish coastwise shipping (maritime eahotage)
has in the past been open to all nations. Until recently,
Greek ships have fignred most prominently in this busi-
ness. Italian, British and Turkish small craft have also
been conspicuous. By agreements signed at Lausanne,
however, Turkey is reserving for herself as far as pos-
sible this internal shipping. In the correspondence ex-
changed between Ismet Pasha and Sir Horace Rumbold,
the former wrote that "the Turkish Government having
decided to reserve cabotage to the national flag," extends
the privilege of engaging in this trade to three British
firms—the Khedivial Mail Steamship and Graving Dock
Company, Ltd., M. and J. Constant, and the Ellerman
Line, Ltd.—by virtue of "reciprocal treatment on the
coasts of Great Britain.'7 Nevertheless Turkey may
permit ships of other nationalities to operate between
Turkish ports in accordance with Article 9 of the Com-
mercial Convention whereby "Turkey undertakes, on
condition that reciprocity is accorded in this matter, to
grant to the ships of the other Contracting Powers a
treatment equal to that which she grants to national
ships, or any more favorable treatment that she grants
or may grant to the ships of any other Power.J * As an
indication of the increasing share in local cabotage by
Moslem Turks, it is well known that Mustafa KemaPs
father-in-law has become a leading factor in this busi-
ness. A report (November, 1923) from Athens an-
nounced that two ships formerly belonging to the Anglo-
Belgian-Greek Company of Smyrna have been purchased
by him and that a third ship has also been added to his
fleet. (The names given to these three ships are said
to be Mustafa Kemal, Smyrna, and New Turkey.)
The bulk of the shipping in Turkish waters has been
by boats of less than 800 tons, which have acted both as
main carriers and as feeders for the regular liners and
the large "tramps." In fact, the logical shipping prac-

